
Perfect kit for a

October 18
MAKE UP ON FLEEK



‘‘A LUMINOUS COMPLEXION’’
‘‘CAPTIVATING LOOK’’

‘‘PERFECT MATTE LIPS’’

Fall winter collection



EVER GLOW SKIN PRIMER /
GLOWY PRE MAKE UP BASE

Prepare the skin and subtle glow complexion in one gesture!
Instantly brighten your complexion for a fresh-looking and 
‘good-looking’ look all year long.

Its fluid, aerial texture with pearlescent radiance facilitates 
its application. It also helps to prolong its long lasting effect 
for a radiant complexion throughout the day. Its formula 
diffuses the light, leaving the fresh skin smooth and radiant 
with beauty.

A rose-like shade for the fearest skins and a golden shade 
for darker complexions. With these two different shades of 
Ever Glow, all skin tones will find their match!  Ever glow 
bases are perfect for all different shades of complexion.

A new gesture  to adopt in your morning routine for a 
superb effect! Apply alone to brighten the complexion or 
as a pre-make up base on the entire face just before the 
foundation.

Pearl tube
Capacity : 30ml
Advised retail price : 30.00€ 

INFOS /

NON GREASY TEXTURE

PEARL FINISH

LIMINOUS COMPLEXION

SUBTLE GLOW

LONG-LASTING

EASY TO APPLY

PROPERTIES /

Pearly
pink

Golden
glow

2 UNIVERSAL SHADES

Blend the Ever glow with your foundation for an even 
brighter glow
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ULTIMATE PRIMER /
TINTED EYE SHADOW BASE

Launched to complete the HOW TO 2 palette, this fixing 
base will unify the eyelid and prepare it for the application 
of shadows. You won’t have to worry about keeping your 
make up intact througout the day, this ultimate base will 
keep everything in place. 

Without doubts, the best fixing base there is and the first 
tinted base of the range. Embelished with micro nacres, this 
base unifies and illuminates the eyelid and the underside of 
the eyebrow for a bright and long-lasting make up. 

Its universal shade matches all skin tones and its formula 
ensures a perfect hold of the shadow pigments, making 
them look brigther and last longer.

Its texture doesn’t retract or dry out with time, the perfect 
product to keep for as long as we can! 

Conservation pot
Capacity : 5g
Prix public conseillé : 19,50€ 

INFO /

ULTRA PIGMETED

NON GREASY TEXTURE

ULTRA LONG LASTING

CONFORTABLE TO WEAR

EASY TO WORK

DOES NOT DRY OUT WITH TIME

PROPERTIES /

Universal
nude

1 UNIVERSAL SHADE

The perfect eyeshadow base to correct your make up 
and make your cut crease easily !
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WONDERLAND PALETTE /
FALL MAKE UP

The Wonderland Eyeshadow Palette is THE palette of 
compact shadows composed of warm nude shades to 
take with you this fall-winter!

Made up of 6 shades with matte and metallic eye shadows, 
it gives dimensional brightness to all your make up in an 
instant. Get warm by mixing the hottest shades of the 
season to create a super hot & trendy look.
To keep it simple during the day, subtly sculpt your eyes 
with the three matte nudes of this palette. Spicy it up at 
night and dare to add the 3 metallic shades as well.

The micronized and unique formula of these eye shadows 
allow you obtain intense colors and guarantees a long-
lasting application. The metallic effect can  be multiplied 
when the shadows are applied with a wet brush. Thanks 
to its soft touch agents, it has never been so easy to work 
with such pigmented shadows!

Don’t you loose sight of it and carry it everywhere with you!

REf. 81101
Trendy 6 shadows palette with integrated mirror
Advised retail price : 29,95€ 

INFOS /

ULTRA PIGMENTED

ULTRA LONG LASTING

MICRONISED SHADOWS

EASY TO WORK

ULTRA METALLIC

EASY TO CARRY

PROPERTIES /

No
filter FluffyBFF

So
satisfyingYOLO Junkie

6 BASIC & INTEMPORAL SHADES

Use the ultimate tinted eye shadow primer to increase the 
intensity and long-lasting result of your make up.
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LIQUID LUMINIZER /
GET A GLOWY STROBE EFFECT

Liquid Luminizer is back in a brand new pack!
Its tube format offers an even easier application, to apply 
the product on the skin.

The liquid luminizer is ideal to accomplish a perfect strobing, 
the ultimate make up trend. It offers a glowy complexion, 
totally worthy of a red carpet!

Its fluid and subtly shiny formula, rich in light-reflecting 
pigments ensures an exquisite radiance that will catch 
everyone’s attention. Its creamy texture enriched with 
jojoba oil and moisturizing ingredients* offers an optimal 
longlasting comfort and skin protection ideal for winter.

This easy-to-apply and long-lasting luminizer (water-
resistant actives) melts perfectly with the skin to enhance 
your complexion while adding an ultra natural glowy touch.
Its Golden champagne and subtly pink shade adapts itself 
to all skin tones. You will shine bright like a diamond and 
make everyone else jealous!

Tube with measing tip
Capacity : 15ml
Advised retail price : 22.50€ 

INFO /

FLUID & NON GREASY TEXTURE

FOR A PERFECT WINTER GLOW

BUILDABLE INTENSITY

LONG-LASTING

PERFECT FOR ALL SKIN TONES

PROPERTIES /

Champagne

COPPER GLOW

Apply by gently patting over your make up on the areas 
of your face you want to highlight: cheekbones, brows 
bones, lips hollow, cleavage, eyelids, etc.
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LIP CRUSH /
LIQUID MATTE LIPSTICK

Two new shades join the Lip Crush gang!

The matte liquid lipstick and its intense and vibrant color 
is waterproof and transfer-free. Get ready to have a crush! 
You won’t be able to do without...

Discover Raphael, a peach that will seduce nude addicts 
and Matt, the perfect brick red to sublimate your lips this 
season.

Because of its formula ultra saturated in pure matte 
pigments, the color fixes on the lips and guarantees an 
exceptional coverage. Without a risk of transfer, your LIP 
CRUSH will not migrate or smudge. Its ultra long lasting 
waterproof formula is a true incentive to kiss! A perfect 
mouth for hours.

It is extremely soft and comfortable and feels just like a 
second skin for your lips. Its smoothing and light formula 
offers a simple application and a perfectly homogeneous 
result for structured and defined lips. It brings the best and 
brightest colors all day long. Its soft foam applicator follows 
the contour of your lips to carefully draw them to perfection.

The LIP CRUSH, your new weapon for massive seduction!
Tube with foam applicator
Capacity : 4,5ml
Advised retail price : 21.50€ 

INFO /

ULTRA PIGMENTED

WATERPROOF FORMULA

ULTRA MATTE FINISH

COVERS LIPS FINE LINES

17 COLORS

PROPERTIES /

Raphael

RAPHAEL MATT

Matt

BEST SELLER

FAVORITE LIPSTICK OF THE STARS OF THE 

MONTE-CARLO TELEVISION FESTIVAL
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Wonderland on fleek

THE IDEAL COLLECTION FOR A MAKE UP ON FLEEK!
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